Harvard Puzzle "Bookman"
Parentheses around a clue mean that a letter must be omitted from the answer before it will
fit in the grid. Numbers in parentheses indicate lengths of answers, and an asterisk *
indicates a capitalized word.
Across
1. (Monkey woman has ring fixed) (8)
2. (Panama deity has a stupa) (6)
3. *Alamo is recreated in African country
(7)
4. Sparkle and tingle excitedly without end
(5)
5. Way rake keeps time (5)
6. Those, oddly, might make a digit (3)
7. Deal with start of rash in nipple (5)
8. Not as many unrestrainedly free to
embrace women (5)
9. Engineered pleats in graded fiber (6)
10. (Boron minerals found in tunnels) (5)
11. Colombia's all right for doctor (4)
12. Mystery entry (9)
13. Spare list (4)
14. Painters working inside must have a light
detector (6)
15. *Florentine family physician and author
(6)
16. (Dresser generally would have material
for suits) (5)
17. Keel-shaped structure of wild Arnica (6)
18. Setter running in roadway (6)
19. Comb a strip containing phloem (4)
20. (Peter embracing Samuel and Harry) (6)
21. Bad care gets patient finally to respond
(5)
22. *("Shoot" is a term for "huntress") (7)
23. Proscribe energy as the cause of harm (4)

Down
1. (Denmark is worried about a perennial
plant) (8)
2. Loathing dead state is strange (8)
3. Evident finality of distrust and grievance
(6)
4. Not caring about ethical behavior of Sam
or Alan (6)
5. *South American people in California (4)
6. Encourage more pot parties (7)
7. (Rabies disabled cook) (6)
8. *Biblical name included in thesaurus (4)
9. Foster modified growth of trees (6)
10. (Small blender and metal extractor) (7)
11. Judge turned back to confine Troy (5)
12. Monkey caught in partition (4)
13. Sheep raised initially in a container (4)
14. *(Dire news about the hurricane of 2011)
(5)
15. A step amiss prompts a flash flood (5)
16. Wife leaves hedonist for crooner (6)
17. Talk about providing sack (3)
18. Mammal of Oregon and California (4)
19. (i removed from unspoken address) (4)
20. Dotty Lee holding silver and gold coin (5)
21. *(Soon off with Mom for California town
(6)
22. Robber gang taking Stephen King book (6)
23. (Any allowable deviation from standard is
an alternative to cleaner) (9)

